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“Except for an occasional request of color she said practically 
nothing -- until the afternoon of the last day of her life when she 
got out of bed, skipped slowly to the door of the keeping room 
and announced to Sethe and Denver the lesson she had learned 
from her sixty years a slave and ten years free: that there was no 
bad luck in the world but whitepeople" (Morrison, 122). 
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• Morrison uses non-restrictive 
relative clauses as adjectives here. 
The first sentence uses “when” a 
relative pronoun. 
• The second sentence utilizes an 
implied “that.” These hypotaxis 
sentences are used to show 
chronological order of things. Also, 
they show emphasis to the main 
independent clause. 
Toni Morrison's effectively uses grammar and syntax to emphasize 
the protagonist  view of  slavery and her troubled past. In the 69-
word sentence, located below on this poster, the author describes 
Baby Suggs last words before dying. 
• This example below shows the tree 
diagram snippet of a preposition phrase 
that acts as an adverbial phrase of 
manner. 
• This sentence sentence will go up into a 
VP. This shows the movement of the 
adverbial phrase. 
• Once again, this sentence highlights the 
independent phrase “She said 
nothing..” Making sure the reader 
knows that these last words are 
important to the development of why 
slavery and “whitepeople” are “bad
luck” (122). 
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